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Quantum computer architectures have special characteristics
that complicate the process of compiling efficient programs for
them. We are exploring the use of genetic algorithms as one
method for the storage assignment (and gate execution location
assignment) phase of a compiler back end.

gram consisting of one thousand instructions on ten qubits.
The assignment problem is not assigning the ten
variables to

possibilities.
ten locations, which would be a maximum of
Rather, the problem is assigning each of the thousand
instruc  
tions to one of the ten locations, a search space of
.

Many proposed quantum computer technologies have the feature that quantum bits, or qubits, are stored in specific, static
locations, and the quantum gates that form a circuit, or algorithm, come to where the qubits are in the form of e.g. microwave pulses. Thus, quantum circuit design is more like
classical program compilation than circuit design.

We have begun working on this assignment problem and the
associated back-end compilation using a genetic algorithm (GA)
[2]. Preliminary results are that a GA run in a few seconds on a
PC produces a better layout than hand-compiled programs for
a 90-instruction program on 32 qubits.

On many of these technologies, two-qubit gates (or, if you
prefer, two-operand instructions) can only have neighboring
qubits as operands. When two operands that are not next to
each are scheduled to be arguments to an instruction, they must
be brought together by swapping qubit values (or variables)
with their neighbors until the arguments are next to each other,
and the algorithmically specified gate can be performed. The
swap instructions are pure overhead, to be optimized away
whenever possible.
The topology in which the qubits are physically laid out has a
big impact on the performance [6]. Many of these technologies, including the all-silicon NMR device [4], permit only a
one-dimensional line of qubits. Some, such as the optical lattice [1], are two-dimensional arrays. Oskin et al’s proposed architecture based on Kane’s technology supports a loose lattice
of lines with occasional four-way intersections. The scalable
ion trap computer [3] is one of the only proposals in which
storage areas and interaction areas are separated; ions carrying
qubits are literally shuffled around using magnetic fields.
Other researchers have begun exploring GAs to find the analog
microwave pulse sequences to implement specific gates [5],
but our interest lies at a slightly higher level, the assignment
of application-level variables and gates to locations in the machine.
The assignment problem is more than simply storage location
assignment; the location of variables changes over the course
of the execution of the program, as we shuffle qubits around.
Our compilation problem, then, is effective assignment of the
instruction execution locations. For example, consider a pro-

We suspect that adequate heuristics for this problem exist for
the one-dimensional line topology, without the need to introduce stochastic mechanisms such as GAs. However, for the
more complex topologies, including the lattice and especially
the scalable ion trap, we suspect no adequate heuristics will be
easily found.
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